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1. Executive Summary
This report summarizes the dissemination activities carried out by the EPEEC project
from October 2018 (M1) to March 2020 (M18). It includes a complete list of tasks
related to the corporate image of the project as well as to its communication channels
(website and partner social media). Also, it reports on the dissemination material and
any press coverage, events, and publications of EPEEC.
During the first 18 months of the project, the consortium participated in a total of
fifteen (15) events and organised eight (8) training courses which included tutorials
and hackathons to disseminate the project. Seven (7) press mentions were monitored
and five (5) open access scientific publications were produced. In order to build a
community around the project, the dissemination team posted regular updates on the
partner social media channels. Efforts were also made to collaborate with other
European initiatives in HPC in terms of dissemination.
The dissemination team has successfully carried out several tasks indicated in the D2.1
Dissemination and exploitation plan and the D2.2 Training plan.

2. Introduction
The objective of this report is to present a detailed list of the dissemination activities
which took place during the project’s initial 18-month period, as planned in
Deliverables D2.1 and D2.2. The activities were carried out in order to establish the
EPEEC brand and build a community around the project. This deliverable is covering
the progress of the tasks of 2.1 and 2.2 over this period.

3. Dissemination objectives and target
audiences
The overall
awareness,
exploitation
exploitation

goal of EPEEC WP2 is to maximise the impact of the project, increase
engage key stakeholders through training activities, and, on the
side, to identify exploitable results. The specific dissemination and
objectives for the EPEEC project are the following:

1.

Identify and perform communication and dissemination activities in order to
maximize the impact of the project, in collaboration with other EU research
activities, scientific audiences, and industry forums.

2.

Identify and perform training activities in order to engage interested parties in
the usage of the EPEEC results.

3.

Identify the exploitable results of the project and define the potential
commercial products and commercial strategies for these results (target
market, business model(s), distribution channels and promotional strategy) to
reach the market.

In order to achieve the objectives above, a number of target audiences and
stakeholders were identified in the D2.1 Dissemination and exploitation plan that are
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still in force. The key messages, dissemination channel and activities, as well as value
to target audience are identified in Table 1.

Target
audience

Key messages

Dissemination channel and activities

Value to target audience

Scientific
community
and industrial
stakeholders

EPEEC’s
approach

EPEEC website. EPEEC publications. Factsheet
and infographics.

Understand EPEEC’s approach and
its benefits. Acknowledge EPEEC
as a fertile research area.

Industrial
stakeholders
and policy
makers

EPEEC’s benefits

Technology transfer sessions. Events and
conferences. Industrial days. Trainings.

Understand the potential benefits
of EPEEC and its inclusion in their
roadmap.

General public

EPEEC impact
for society and
industry

Press releases and interviews, factsheet,
video, open day at BSC to visit the
supercomputier MareNostrum.

Understand how tax payers’
money is invested and how EPEEC
will benefit European society.

Scientific
community

EPEEC’s
technology and
portfolio

Publication in scientific journals, conference
proceedings, symposia, and workshops.
Trainings, website and partner’s social media
channels.

Understand EPEEC’s approach and
the underlying technology to
attain EPEEC’s goals. To be able to
contribute and build upon it.

Young
researchers

EPEEC as a
promising
research career

Training courses in summer schools, partner’s
social media channels.

Understand EPEEC’s approach and
the potential benefits it offers,
potentially devising a promising
research area of interest. Promote
HPC careers in future.

Scientists from
other related
projects

EPEEC’s impact
in other projects

Invited talks in other project meetings; social
media channels. Related projects: POP2,
EuroExa, PRACE, DEEP-EST, AXIOM, EPiGRAM,
Montblanc2020, etc.

Identify potential ways in which
EPEEC’s approach may be applied
to their projects.

Table 1. Target audiences

4. Corporate image
In accordance with Deliverable D2.1, a common graphic identity was developed in
order to create a recognisable brand associated to the project. This image has been
consistently applied by all partners and in all communication and dissemination
materials.
A brand guide was developed and serves as a manual to define the usage of the EPEEC
brand including the colour palette, different types of logos, font size, typography, etc.
This brand guide is available on the Intranet for all partners to apply correctly.

4.1 Logo
The logo of the project has been defined and can be applied in a more simplified way
or in a more complete way to include the project’s slogan or URL (Table 2). The short
name of the project (EPEEC) comes from letters taken from the full name, which is
“European joint Effort toward a Highly Productive Programming Environment for
Heterogeneous Exascale Computing” All versions of the logo have the coloured
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(positive) and negative versions. They can be downloaded from the EPEEC branding
page.

Table 2. EPEEC logo in all formats

4.2 Presentation template
The presentation template (Figure 1) was designed in order to be used in all
presentations done by EPEEC partners in workshops, conferences, training courses,
etc. This template gives some design guidelines by defining common layouts, font
sizes, etc. The presentation template is available in Microsoft PowerPoint in 4:3 format.
It has been uploaded to the Intranet and shared with all the partners.

Figure 1. EPEEC presentation template
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5. Dissemination channels
In order to efficiently reach the targets for promoting the results and maximizing the
visibility of the project, a broad spectrum of dissemination channels and tools are used.
The public website plays the central role in dissemination as it is the most important
channel for communicating the project’s information. Social media is also a very useful
tool to reach out to society together with press releases, leaflet, presence in events,
etc. The following sections describe in detail the selected channels and tools.

5.1 Website (https://epeec-project.eu/)
During the first 18 months of the project, the performance of the EPEEC website has
been great. The website was launched in early November 2018. It was built with the
Drupal system and complies with the technical requirements of performance and
security. The website also provides information on how to access the intranet, an
internal repository where EPEEC partners can share and upload files and documents.

Sessions

Users

Page views

Average session
duration

4,372

2,930

11,214

02:41

Table 3. Main indicators of the EPEEC website, M1-M18
The main indicators of the EPEEC website, as shown in Table 3 above, show that the
page is achieving its targets. The total number of sessions during the period M1-M18
is 4,372, well above the defined Key Performance Indicator (KPI) of 1,000 sessions
per year, as established in the D2.1 Dissemination and exploitation plan.
The total number of users during the same period is 2,930 and the total number of
page views is 11,214. Users show engagement with the website, as it is indicated by
the average session duration found at 2:41 minutes. These numbers are expected to
grow as the website gets populated with more content, such as news, research results
and publications. More content on the project’s use cases and success stories will also
be created in the following months.

Figure 2. Sessions on the EPEEC website, M1-M18
The flow of daily sessions during the 18-month period, as shown in Figure 2, helps
understand better the site’s performance. Several peaks in the number of sessions are
consistent with dissemination activities, such as participations in conferences and
7
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events. As demonstrated in Figure 2, a high number of sessions is observed in February
and March 2019 due to the Xilinx/BSC HLS and OmpSs tutorial, the 6th KAUST-NVIDIA
workshop and AICAS 2019. Another peak was seen in June 2019 to July 2019 because
of ISC 2019, PUMPS + AI Summer School and MCCSIS 2019. A peak was seen in
October 2019 to November 2019 because of HiPEAC CSW Autumn 2019 and
MNHACK19. Several press clippings were recorded in December 2019 which resulted
in a peak in website visits as well.

Figure 3. New visitors vs. returning visitors on the EPEEC website, M1-M18
A very high number of new visitors is reported: over 92% of the EPEEC website visitors
are newcomers (Figure 3). This is also justified by the top source channel of visits,
which is by directly typing the EPEEC URL on the browser. As seen in Figure 4, 67.9%
of users visit the website directly, while 15.8% come from organic search. The rest of
the users are from social media channels and referrals.

Figure 4. Traffic source channels for the EPEEC website, M1-M18
The most visited pages of the EPEEC website are shown in Figure 5. It is clear that
most page views focus on the homepage, while the Events and Trainings page are the
second most popular. This is followed by the News page, About page, and Publications
page.
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Figure 5. Most visited pages of the EPEEC website, M1-M18

5.2 Social media
EPEEC´s strategy with social media is to work with partners so that they disseminate
project news and updates through their own social media channels. The partners
already have established social media presence, allowing EPEEC´s message to reach
a much larger audience. EPEEC partners have helped disseminate news and updates
about the project through LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
EPEEC´s most popular social media post across the board – LinkedIn, Twitter and
Facebook - was about the project acquiring a new minicluster that would be used to
test emerging technologies in a programming environment that the project has been
developing, such as AMD GPUs, FPGAs, and byte-addressable persistent memory. This
was posted by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center´s social media channels, which
have 9,080 followers on LinkedIn, 9,090 followers on Twitter and 4,100 followers on
Facebook. This has resulted in 49 likes on LinkedIn, 18 retweets and seven likes on
Twitter and 30 likes and 4 shares on Facebook.
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Figure 6. Most popular EPEEC post on LinkedIn, M1-M18

Figure 7. Most popular EPEEC post on Twitter, M1-M18
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Figure 8. Most popular EPEEC post on Facebook, M1-M18

5.2.1 LinkedIn
LinkedIn is a social media channel used to disseminate EPEEC news and updates to a
professional and industrial network. An example of EPEEC´s partners sharing content
about the project is this LinkedIn post by INESC-ID (shown in Figure 9). The post has
received four likes and was potentially viewed by over 3,400 of their followers.
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Figure 9. LinkedIn post about EPEEC by INESC-ID, M1-M18

5.2.2 Twitter
Twitter is a social media platform that allows EPEEC to communicate with fellow
researchers, as well as a more general audience. EPEEC partners have posted and
shared content about the project through this social media channel. A tweet by
Appentra (Figure 10) shows an example of EPEEC partners disseminating EPEEC
content on Twitter. This tweet was potentially viewed by almost 700 of their followers.
It has received two shares and four likes.
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Figure 10. Twitter post about EPEEC by Appentra, M1-M18

5.2.3 Facebook
Facebook is the largest social media platform that allows EPEEC to communicate with
researchers and a much broader general audience. Figure 11 shows that project
partner CINECA has shared a post about EPEEC´s presentation at the PRACE booth at
SC19. This post received three likes and has potentially been viewed by CINECA´s
over 3,000 followers.

Figure 11. Facebook post about EPEEC by CINECA, M1-M18
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5.2.4 YouTube
YouTube is a video sharing platform that allows people to search for and view videos
that interest them. The Barcelona Supercomputing Center´s YouTube channel has
shared EPEEC´s video titled “How does EPEEC impact our daily lives?”. This video was
produced in October 2019 with the aim to reach a wider audience and has received
106 views and six (6) likes so far. This video was also promoted in all the BSC social
media channels, where it got 134 views.

Figure 12. EPEEC video on BSC YouTube channel, M1-M18
HiPEAC, the European computing systems network, has also promoted EPEEC by
posting a video entitled “Antonio Peña on how the EPEEC project will simplify software
for exascale systems” on their channel. This video has been viewed 166 times so far.

Figure 13. A video about EPEEC on the HiPEAC YouTube channel, M1-M18
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5.3 Dissemination pack
5.3.1 Leaflet
The general EPEEC leaflet provides an overview of EPEEC: the project’s objectives,
main feature, partners, and website. The format of the leaflet is a double-sided A5
sheet. The design was approved by all partners. It has been printed to be distributed
in events or local actions defined by each partner. It is available to download on the
EPEEC branding page.

Figure 14. Front and back of the EPEEC leaflet

5.4 Press
In November 2018, the first EPEEC press release was launched. It was titled “Bringing
European Parallel Programming Technology to the Exascale Era”. After it was approved
by all partners, it was distributed to technical media to announce EPEEC´s objective
of developing and deploying a production-ready parallel programming
environment. This resulted in five (5) press clippings. It was also shared by the
websites of BSC, Imec, CERFACS, Fraunhofer and CORDIS.
In December 2019, the second EPEEC press release was launched. It was titled
“EPEEC: European Programming Environment for Programming Productivity of
Heterogeneous Supercomputers” and was distributed to technical media after being
approved by all partners. This time, it resulted in one (1) press clipping. It was shared
by the CORDIS website as well.
In January 2020, HiPEAC magazine published an article titled “Enabling EnergyEfficient Computing for Exascale with EPEEC”.
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Efforts were made to contact editors and writers of several tech and industry press,
asking them if they were interested in writing about the EPEEC project. This has
resulted in the publication of an interesting and comprehensive article by The Next
Platform titled “A European Dialect for Exascale Programming”.
In total EPEEC has had seven (7) press mentions from M1-M18. The press mentions
can be found in the “In Press” page of the website and is listed in the table below.

Media

Link

Date

HPC wire

https://www.hpcwire.com/off-the-wire/bringing-europeanparallel-programming-technology-to-the-exascale-era/

20 November 2018

EnterpriseAI

https://www.enterpriseai.news/2018/11/20/bringingeuropean-parallel-programming-technology-to-the-exascaleera/

20 November 2018

Primeur
Magazine

http://primeurmagazine.com/weekly/AE-PR-12-18-81.html

26 November 2018

Technology
Breaking News

https://www.technologybreakingnews.com/2018/11/bringing
-european-parallel-programming-technology-to-the-exascaleera/

26 November 2018

R&D Word

https://www.rdworldonline.com/bringing-european-parallelprogramming-technology-to-the-exascale-era/

26 November 2018

Science
Business

https://sciencebusiness.net/network-updates/bsc-and-epeeceuropean-programming-environment-programmingproductivity

19 December 2019

The Next
Platform

https://www.nextplatform.com/2020/01/06/a-europeandialect-for-exascale-programming/

6 January 2019

Table 4. EPEEC press mentions, M1-M18

5.4.1 News items
The WP2 team also writes news items about EPEEC regarding the events that partners
attended, and general news and updates about the project. The aim is to keep the
EPEEC news page updated, drive traffic to the website and share content on partner
social media channels in order to increase awareness of the project.
During the reported period, there were 22 project-related news items written to appear
on the EPEEC news page. Among them ten (10) news items are about EPEEC´s
participation and organization of different events, nine (10) are technical pieces about
EPEEC´s work in Exascale systems, one (1) is about the video that EPEEC project
coordinator Antonio Peña appeared, in and one (1) is about EPEEC acquiring a new
minicluster.
An editorial plan has been created indicating that different partners are expected to
take turns writing technical news items for the website. Partners have been very
enthusiastic and helpful in providing these articles.
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5.5 Events
During the first 18 months of the project, consortium partners attended and
participated in many events in order to present EPEEC, disseminate updates of the
project, and network with colleagues in the field. In total, the consortium participated
in fifteen (15) events: nine (9) conferences, three (3) workshops, one (1) engineering
and tech talk series, one (1) forum and one (1) hackathon. Two of these events, JEEC
2020 and EuroHPC Summit Week 2020, were cancelled due to the Covid-19 outbreak.
Events

Date

Platform-Driven
E-Infrastructure
Workshop (eScience 2018)
SC18

Innovations

6th KAUST-NVIDIA Workshop
Scientific Applications Using GPUs

Accelerating

29 October 2018
15 November 2018

on

11 March 2019

AICAS 2019

20 March 2019

EuroHPC Summit Week 2019

15 May 2019

ISC 2019

19 June 2019

MCCIS 2019

17 July 2019

HiPEAC CSW Autumn 2019

28 October 2019

BNAIC 2019

7 November 2019

SC19

19 November 2019

GASPI Forum

15 January 2020

EuroExaScale2020 Workshop (HiPEAC2020)

20 January 2020

Extreme CFD Hackathon

26-31 January 2020

JEEC 2020

9 March 2020
(cancelled due to
Covid-19)
24 March 2020
(cancelled due to
Covid-19)

EuroHPC Summit Week 2020 / PRACEdays

Table 5. Events in which EPEEC participated, M1-M18

It is important to point out that EPEEC has collaborated with other European initiatives
in several events. EPEEC has participated in two (2) HiPEAC conferences. One of them
was a workshop co-organized with EuroEXA, while the other was a thematic session
co-organized with Eurolab4HPC and EPiGRAM-HS. EPEEC was also presented at a
workshop organized by the PROCESS project that was collocated with the
eScience2018 International Conference. EPEEC also co-organized MNHACK19 with
POP. Finally, EPEEC has given a talk at EuroHPC Summit Week 2019, an event
organized by PRACE, EXDCI-2 and ETP4HPC.

5.6 Training
EPEEC has organized eight (8) training courses, tutorials and hackathons. The PUMPS
+ AI Summer School and MNHACK are yearly events that aim to train participants on
programming and optimizing applications.
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One of the most recently held training course, MNHACK19, received a lot of positive
feedback from participants. When asked if they found the hackathon useful, one
participant replied, “Yes. Having a specialist mentor is very useful. We could improve
some sections of the code right away and learn how to use Extrae and Paraver, to be
able to trace our code ourselves. This can be easily transferred to our daily work.” The
answers and tone of the other participants’ feedback echo this sentiment. Moreover,
almost all who answered the feedback form said they would be interested in attending
MNHACK20. The general positive attitude towards these training courses has
encouraged EPEEC to continue organizing MNHACK in 2020.
Other EPEEC training courses have also received positive feedback. Overall,
participants who answered feedback forms stated the training courses have
strengthened their knowledge in that particular topic and that they would be able to
apply what they learned to their current research work.
Training

Number of
participants

Date

MNHACK 2018

22-24 October 2018

19

Xilinx/BSC HLS and OmpSs tutorial

12-13 February 2019

20

PATC: Introduction to Open ACC

4-5 April 2019

15

PATC: Introduction to CUDA Programming

8-11 April 2019

42

GASPI tutorial

21 May 2019

16

PUMPS + AI Summer School 2019

24-29 June 2019

81

MNHACK 2019

4-6 November 2019

14

PATC: Heterogeneous Programming on
GPUs with MPI & OmpSs

4-5 March 2020

15

Table 6. Training courses, tutorials and hackathons organized by EPEEC, M1-M18
EPEEC trainings attract a significant number of participants. In total, 222 people have
attended these training courses and hackathons. Interest in EPEEC training courses
can also be seen in the web analytics of the EPEEC website, which show that the Events
and Trainings page is the second most visited page, after the landing page. The
MNHACK19 page, meanwhile, is the seventh most visited page. This shows that web
visitors seek information about EPEEC trainings.

5.7 Publications
There are currently a total of five (5) scientific papers from EPEEC. Four (4) of them
are conference proceedings and one (1) is a journal publication. This list is expected
to grow as the project progresses.
Title

Conference or journal

SMURFF: a High-Performance Framework for Matrix
Factorization Methods (extended abstract)

BNAIC 2019

SMURFF: a High-Performance Framework for Matrix
Factorization

AICAS 2019

Reviewing Data Access Patterns and Computational
Redundancy for Machine Learning Algorithms

BIGDACI 2019
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Guidelines for enhancing data locality in selected
machine learning algorithms

Intelligent Data Analysis

Bandwidth-Aware Page Placement in NUMA

IPDPS 2020

Table 7. EPEEC publications, M1-M18
All EPEEC publications reported on the website comply with the European
Commission's requirements about open access. Partners have also applied the EPEEC
acknowledgement sentence in the correct way. All EPEEC publications are uploaded
and available in the website.

6. Related organizations and projects
EPEEC has collaborated with several related organizations and projects, particularly in
the organisation of events and trainings.

6.1 HiPEAC
EPEEC has participated in two (2) HiPEAC conferences. The project co-organized a
thematic session titled “Programming models for upcoming supercomputers” in
collaboration with Eurolab4HPC and EPiGRAM-HS during HiPEAC Computing Systems
Week Autumn 2019. Then at the HiPEAC 2020 Conference, EPEEC took part in a
workshop organized by EuroEXA and presented a talk titled “EPEEC’s Advances toward
Programming Productivity for Heterogeneity at Large Scale". In January 2020, an
article about EPEEC, titled “Enabling energy-efficient computing for exascale with
EPEEC”, was published on HiPEAC magazine no. 59.

6.2 PRACE
EPEEC presented a talk titled “Exascale Matrix Factorization: Using Supercomputers
and Machine Learning for Drug Discovery” at EuroHPC Summit Week 2019, an event
organized by PRACE, EXDCI-2 and ETP4HPC. Furthermore, EPEEC has collaborated
with PRACE in organizing two (2) PRACE Advanced Training Centre (PATC) training
courses about OpenACC and CUDA programming.

6.3 EXDCI-2
EPEEC participated in EuroHPC Summit Week 2019, which was co-organized by EXDCI2.

6.4 ETP4HPC
EPEEC participated in EuroHPC Summit Week 2019, which was co-organized by
ETP4HPC.

6.5 EPiGRAM-HS
EPEEC collaborated with EPiGRAM-HS in organizing a thematic session at HiPEAC
Computing Systems Week Autumn 2019. Furthermore, EPEEC´s project coordinator
Antonio Peña participated in a meeting organized by EPiGRAM-HS about agreeing on
a structured approach for programming extreme exascale and heterogeneous
systems. EPEEC, along with other projects and institutions who attended, contributed
to a set of recommendations at the end of this meeting.
19
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6.6 Eurolab4HPC
EPEEC collaborated with Eurolab4HPC in organizing a thematic session at HiPEAC
Computing Systems Week Autumn 2019.

6.7 EuroEXA
EPEEC participated in a workshop organized by EuroEXA at the HiPEAC 2020
Conference

6.8 PROCESS
EPEEC presented at a workshop organized by the PROCESS project called “Workshop
on platform driven e-infrastructure innovations” which was collocated with eScience
2018.

6.9 POP2
EPEEC organized MNHACK19 in collaboration with POP2. Future MNHACKs will also
involve POP2, making this collaboration a long-term one.

7. Key Performance Indicators
Table 8 shows EPEEC´s dissemination Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) initially set
in D2.1 Dissemination and exploitation plan. The total target is shown and compared
with the current total from M1-M18.
KPI name

Description

Total target (by
the end of the
project)

Current total
(M1-M18)

Press releases

At least 1 in a year

3

2

25

7

1

1

1,000
sessions/year

4,372

Press impacts
Project flyer
Website sessions

EPEEC presence in mainly
technical and scientific (and, if
possible in generic) media
General information flyer (to be
updated regularly)
Number of sessions (Google
analytics)

Presentations

Presentation of EPEEC results at
conferences

4

9

Workshop

Organisation of a workshops

2

3

2

8

12

5

1

1

1

0

Tutorial/webinar
Scientific
publications
Project
presentation
Project video

Organization of a tutorial or
webinar
Peer-reviewed journals and
conference proceedings
General overview regularly
updated
Final video highlighting projects
results with infography to highlight
main scientific outcomes

Table 8. EPEEC Key Performance Indicators
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A brief description about each KPI as well as future plans and actions for each of the
items are listed below:
●

Press releases
A third press release is planned for 2020 about EPEEC´s significant progress
and updates. If there are other important developments in EPEEC, then another
press release will be launched accordingly. (Press releases need to be approved
by all partners before being sent to the press.)

●

Press impacts
In the following months, EPEEC will try to increase the press impacts or press
mentions by establishing contacts with technical press.

●

Project flyer
The EPEEC flyer has already been printed once. An update of the flyer will be
done if there are significant results that EPEEC wants to disseminate.

●

Website sessions
The number of website sessions has surpassed the number defined in the KPI.
The KPI is 1,000 sessions per year, while the EPEEC website has recorded a
total of 4,372 sessions already in the first 18 months of the project. This
increasing trend is expected to continue as the project progresses, more
content, news, and publications are generated on the website.

●

Presentations
EPEEC researchers will continue presenting the project at events, as this drives
additional traffic to the website, as well as helps to disseminate the project
among the scientific and industrial target audience.

●

Workshops
EPEEC has already co-organized three (3) workshops so far, exceeding the
initial KPI of two (2).

●

Tutorial/Webinar
EPEEC´s KPI on tutorials and webinars includes the organization of training
courses and hackathons. EPEEC has already exceeded the original KPI of two
(2), by organizing eight (8) training courses and hackathons to date. More are
planned and the list will be updated accordingly.

●

Scientific publications
Five (5) peer-reviewed scientific publications have been reported so far. There
are several more in the pipeline and the list will be updated accordingly once
these papers are published. WP2 has prepared a publication policy to inform
EPEEC partners to make sure that the partners follow the H2020 rules.

●

Project presentation
A PowerPoint presentation that gives an overview of the EPEEC project has
been created, emailed to the partners and then saved on the Intranet. Partners
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have used this presentation and adapted it to suit their own needs at various
events. This will be updated according to the project´s progress.
●

Project video
Several videos have been created that detail EPEEC´s research and objectives.
These include videos by HiPEAC as well as a video created for the general
audience to let them know how EPEEC impacts their daily lives. A final video is
planned towards the end of the project. It will highlight important EPEEC results
and outcomes.
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Annex 1: Dissemination register
The EPEEC dissemination register, where all dissemination activities are recorded
forM1-M18, can be found below:

Partner

Type of Activity Details

HiPEAC VideoEPEEC project,
2018

BSC

Video / film

BSC

Non-Scientific
and non-peer
reviewed
publication

BSC

Social Media

BSC

MNHACK: The
Organisation of first
a Workshop
MareNostrum
Hackathon

All
Appentra

Total
Starting Date Size
Size of audience by type
Audience
Scientific
Community
Civil
Industry
Society
(HE/
research)
1-Oct-18

152

Video in EPEEC
1-Oct-18
news page

83

Tweet from BSC
22-Oct-18
Twitter

9,090

22-Oct-18

19

19

Other

Kick-off Meeting 24-Oct-18

26

25

Social Media

Tweet from
Appentra
Twitter

695

24-Oct-18

23

1

General
Media Investors Customers Others
Public

BSC

Appentra

BSC

EPEEC
Participation to
presented at
15-Nov-18
a workshop
Escience 2018
Presentation:
“Leveraging
Parallelware in
MAESTRO and
EPEEC”
Information:
“Presentation
Participation to by Manuel
15-Nov-18
Arenaz, CEO
a conference
Appentra
solutions, at the
PRACE booth
during the
Exhibition of
the SC18
conference”
Website

Website
launched

19-Nov-18

News about
eScience2018
20-Nov-18
on process
website
Press release
Also, shared by 20-Nov-18
12 websites

30

20

20

238

BSC

Website

44

BSC

Press Release

BSC

Social Media

Tweet from BSC
20-Nov-18
Twitter

9,090

BSC

Website

News on BSC
website

20-Nov-18

79

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

20-Nov-18

9,082

128

24

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

20-Nov-18

4,129

Appentra

Social Media

Tweet from
Appentra
Twitter

21-Nov-18

695

BSC

Website

Press clipping
on HPCWire

22-Nov-18

160,000

IMEC

Website

News on IMEC
website

22-Nov-18

78

EPEEC Press
release on
26-Nov-18
Extreme Plasma
Physics website
Press clipping
from
26-Nov-18
Technology
Breaking News
Press clipping
from Primeur
26-Nov-18
Magazine

BSC

Website

BSC

Website

BSC

Website

BSC

Website

Press clipping
from R&D

29-Nov-18

30,000

BSC

Website

Press release
on CORDIS

29-Nov-18

107

BSC

Other

Branding Logos
3-Dec-18
prepared

Social Media

Blog Post of the
press release:
Bringing
17-Jan-19
European
parallel
programming

Appentra

100

900,000

130

25

BSC

BSC

BSC

technology to
the Exascale
era.
EPEEC coorganizes
Organisation of BSC/Xilinx
12-Feb-19
a Workshop
training course
(12-13 Feb
2019)
News on
Website
CERFACS
18-Feb-19
website
News on EPEEC
website about
Website
18-Feb-19
the BSC/Xilinx
training course

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
on LinkedIn

Inesc id

Social Media

Post from Inesc
Mar-19
id on LinkedIn

Appentra

Social Media

Appentra

25-Feb-19

Post from
Appentra on
Mar-19
LinkedIn
Presentation:
"OpenACC, GPU
Programing and
Parallelware
Tools"
Information:
Participation to
Presentation by 12-Mar-19
a workshop
Manuel Arenaz
(Appentra), at
the 6th KAUSTNVIDIA
Workshop on
Accelerating

23

58

9,107
3,462
336

30

26

Scientific
Applications
using GPUs
News on
Fraunhofer Website
Fraunhofer
18-Mar-19
ITWM
Tom Vander AA
Participation to
Imec
presented at
20-Mar-19
a conference
AICAS 2019
Xilinx/BSC HLS
BSC
Training
and OmpSs
21-Mar-19
tutorial
BSC

Social Media

Post on
LinkedIn

Apr-19

PATC
Introduction
4-Apr-19
course to
OpenACC
PATC
Introduction
8-Apr-19
course to CUDA
Programming

BSC

Training

BSC

Training

BSC

Training

News about
Xilinx training

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

BSC

Website

News about the
29-Apr-19
F2F Meeting

Imec

Participation in
activities
organised
jointly with
other H2020

Tom Vaner Aa
joined PRACE
Days at Euro
HPC Summit
Week 2019

35

20

20

20

9,107

15

15

42

42

24-Apr-19

60

60

25-Apr-19

4,129
46

13-May-19

27

15

(13-17 May
2019)
BSC

All

All

Imec

Imec

Flyer

Flyer is ready

14-May-19

Face-to-Face
Meeting,
Other
15-May-19
Fraunhofer,
Germany
Tutorial at
Organisation of EPEEC partner
21-May-19
a Workshop
CERFACS:
GASPI Tutorial
Presented Paper
"SMURFF: A
HIGHPERFORMANCE
Participation to
FRAMEWORK
21-May-19
a conference
FOR MATRIX
FACTORIZATIO
N" at the AICAS
conference
POP CoE
Participation in
webinar: Talk of
activities
Tom Vander
organised
21-May-19
about SMURFF,
jointly with
the EPEEC
other H2020
application

BSC

Organisation of PUMPS+AI
24-Jun-19
a Workshop
Summer School

BSC

Non-Scientific
and non-peer
reviewed
publication

Article about
Tom Vander AA
attendeding
6-Jun-19
EuroHPC
Summit Week
2019 and

14

14

16

16

30

30

26

81

39

28

presenting at a
webinar
BSC

Participation to EPEEC at ISC
a conference
2019

BSC

Social Media

Tweet from BSC
18-Jun-19
Twitter

9,090

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

18-Jun-19

9,082

Appentra

Social Media

Tweet from
Appentra

19-Jun-19

695

BSC

Social Media

Tweet from BSC
19-Jun-19
Twitter

9,090

BSC

Non-Scientific
and non-peer
reviewed
publication

News about
EPEEC poster
presented at
ISC19

28-Jun-19
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BSC

Social Media

Post by BSC
LinkedIn

2-Jul-19

9,082

16-Jun-19

Article by
Valeria Bartsch,
Non-Scientific
WP4 leader and non-peer
Fraunhofer
Initial Software 10-Jul-19
reviewed
Prototypes for
publication
Distributed
Applications
Tom Vander AA
Participation to
Imec
presents at
16-Jul-19
a conference
MCCSIS
BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

16-Jul-19

20

169

30
4,129

29

BSC

Non-Scientific
and non-peer
reviewed
publication

Article about
PUMPS+AI
school-2019

18-Jul-19

75

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

18-Jul-19

9,082

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

19-Jul-19

4,129

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

29-Jul-19

4,129

BSC

Social Media

Post on BSC FB 8-Aug-19

4,129

BSC

Website

Inria

Non-Scientific
and non-peer
reviewed
publication

BSC

Social Media

Tweet from BSC
3-Sep-19
Twitter

9,090

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

3-Sep-19

9,082

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

3-Sep-19

4,129

Toni Pena
attends A
Structured
Approach for

8-Sep-19

32

Participation in
BSC,
Fraunhofer activities
organised
, KTH

EPEEC Advisory
Board page
2-Sep-19
created
Article from
WP5:
Application
2-Sep-19
codes and
porting
scenarios

188

41

30

jointly with
other H2020

Programming
Extreme Scale
and
Heterogeneous
Systems
meeting in
Zurich 8-10 Sep
Article about A
Structured
Approach for
Programming
Extreme Scale 23-Sep-19
and
Heterogeneous
Systems
meeting

BSC

Website

79

BSC

Social Media

Tweet from BSC
23-Sep-19
Twitter

9,090

BSC

Social Media

Tweet from BSC
23-Sep-19
Twitter

9,090

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

23-Sep-19

9,082

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

23-Sep-19

9,082

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
LinkedIn

23-Sep-19

9,082

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
FB

23-Sep-19

4,129

BSC

Social Media

Post from BSC
23-Sep-19
FB

4,129

31

BSC

Website

Article about
the challenge
of
heterogeneous
programming

Inesc Id

Social Media

Post from Inesc
Oct-19
Id on LinkedIn

Fraunhofer Website

Appentra

Website

Participation in
activities
BSC,
organised
Fraunhofer
jointly with
other H2020
Participation in
activities
Fraunhofer
organised
, imec
jointly with
other H2020

Article by
Valeria Bartsch,
WP4 leader Reducing
Network Traffic
for Exascale
Programming
Apprentra
mentioned
EPEEC in a blog
post on SC19
activities. About
EPEEC
presentation at
the
PRACE/EXDCI
booth.
EPEEC coorganizes
Eurolab4HPC
thematic
session in
HiPEAC CSW
Autumn 2019
Tom and
Valeria gave a
talk in the
HiPEAC
conference Industrial
Session 4:

30-Sep-19

11-Oct-19

61

3,462

84

24-Oct-19

28-Oct-19

50

25

25

29-Oct-19

30

15

15

32

Industry and its
needs

BSC

Inria

All

MNHACK19:
2nd
Organisation of
MareNostrum
4-Nov-19
a Workshop
Hackathon (4-6
November)
Article by
Stephane
Lanteri WP5
Website
Leader- EPEEC 7-Nov-19
Applicaton
focus:
nanophotonics
EPEEC F2F
Other
Meeting (7-8
7-Nov-19
November)

14

35

27

BSC

Website

News about
MNHCK 19

11-Nov-19

72

BSC

Participation in
activities
organised
jointly with
other H2020

EPEEC joins
PRACE booth at 19-Nov-19
SC19

20

BSC

Website

BSC

Press release

Article about
EPEEC going to 4-Dec-19
SC19
Press release:
EPEEC:
EUROPEAN
PROGRAMMING
ENVIRONMENT 19-Dec-19
FOR
PROGRAMMING
PRODUCTIVITY
OF

14

20

39

33

BSC

Other

BSC

Website

Fraunhofer Website

HETEROGENEO
US
SUPERCOMPUT
ERS
Press mention
in Science
Business
Aricle by Xavier
Martorell WP3 Parallel
Programming
on FPGAs
Created a news
item on the
Fraunhofer
website about
EPEEC
CORDIS
published the
EPEEC press
release
Article about
EPEEC on The
Next Platform
Social media
post on FB,
LinkedIn and
Twitter about
EPEEC´s write
up on The Next
Platform

BSC

Other

BSC

Other

BSC

Social media

Imec

Participation to
an event other
GASPI Forum
than
conference/wor
kshop

19-Dec-19

20,000

2-Jan-20

173

3-Jan-20

3-Jan-20

39

6-Jan-20

7-Jan-20

22,301

15-Jan-20

34

News about
new EPEEC
minicluster
EPEEC presents
Participation to workshop at
BSC
a conference
HIPEAC 2020
conference
Article about
EPEEC on
BSC
Other
HiPEAC
magazine
Social media
post on FB,
LinkedIn and
BSC
Social media
Twitter about
EPEEC´s new
minicluster
Christoph
Kessler from
Exa2Pro ECfunded project
visited
Kaiserslautern
Participation in
and gave a
activities
presentation at
Fraunhofer organised
Valeria’s group
jointly with
seminar. They
other H2020
discussed
EPEEC,
EPiGRAM-HS &
ExaPro and
identified
synergies.
BSC

Website

16-Jan-19

36

20-Jan-20

30

20-Jan-20

2,000

23-Jan-20

22,301

24-Jan-20

20

Inesc id

Website

EPEEC news
piece

24-Jan-20

Inesc id

Social media

Post about
EPEEC news

24-Jan-20

537

35

CERFACS
Participation to
presents EPEEC
an event other
CERFACS
at the Exreme
than conference
CDF Hackathon
/ workshop
in France
News about
plasma physics
Inria
Website
prepared by
Stephane
Lanteri
Post about
BSC
Social media
news on plasma
physics
News about
BSC
Other
EPEEC on
CORDIS
News about
EPEEC´s
BSC
Website
participation in
Extreme CDF
workshop
News about
speeding
sychronization
and reducing
Fraunhofer Website
communication
for Exascale"

26-Jan-20

5-Feb-20

18

6-Feb-20

9,090

14-Feb-20

32

20-Feb-20

14

3-Mar-20

63

by Roman

BSC

Social media

BSC

Training

Iakymchuk
Social media
post on FB,
LinkedIn and
3-Mar-20
Twitter about
EPEEC’s last
news story
PATC:
Heterogeneous 4-Mar-20
Programming

22,301

15

15

36

on GPUs with
MPI & OmpSs
Appentra

INESC-ID

Imec

BSC

Post on Twitter
about PATC
5-Mar-20
695
training
Participation to
9-Mar-20
Presentation of
an event other
(cancelled
OSIRIS/ZPIC at
due to Covidthan conference
JEEC 2020
/ workshop
19)
24-Mar-20
Participation to Poster at
(cancelled
a conference
due to CovidEHPCSW2020
19)

Social media

Training

News about
PATC training

25-Mar-20

16

37

